
No I in Team
Teamwork Makes the Dream Work. The coaches have put
together a few team bonding activities, including attending

college volleyball games and making tie-dye shirts. A puppy was
also brought for the team members to play with. The JV team

took an afternoon to visit Colorado School of Mines to see the
college team play. Ali Smith exclaimed,"It was really fun! We got

dinner together and then we watched the game. The energy
there was really exciting 'cause it was a really good game!"
Emma Tomasko said she "really enjoyed the Mines game. It

really inspired me to become a better volleyball player." Her
teammate, Valyn Highley shared, "I felt closer with my team this
year than any past year. Everyone was so sweet and we worked

so well together. I think we had amazing chemistry, which
helped us win our hardest games while making lasting friends."

Making History. The volleyball team smashes school records
for most games won, most match assists, and most match
kills. The Jags were also ranked 2nd in the league, which

allowed them to host regionals for the first time. LiLi Foss,
who made the 3A all-state team after regionals, was

especially excited for the chance to host. "I am so pumped,"
she exclaimed. "JA has never hosted regionals before or

been in the top 10, so this team has definitely just blown my
mind." The chance to host proved how far the team has

come and showed that they can take the hits. Monica Slusser
believed that regionals was the time the team got it all

together. "I think it's paying off and showing that all of our
hard work is finally picking up together," Monica described.
The varsity team of 2022 is one that will go down in history.

RoAD to
regionals

Emilee Harding
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Freshman, Fresh Team
New Students, New Opportunities, New Teammates

The volleyball team hosts games
that are dedicated specifically to
supporting breast cancer
awareness. Every one of the
players designed new pink
warm-up shirts to wear before the
games and when game time came,
they put on pink socks and
ribbons. Jessie Schaffer reflected
on the dominating night with wins
for all three teams and exclaimed,
"I think the team supported the
cause well because we all put a lot
of effort into wearing lots of pink!"
All proceeds from the game went
towards breast cancer research.

"I liked being on C team, but I'm
going to try out next year and

hopefully will make JV. Over the
off season I will work on hitting,
passing, and setting and I might

go to the weight room to
prepare for next year."

Sofia Garioto

"I was at the tournament for one
game, but I wouldn't say it went very
good. During the off season I will get
better by working with my brother
and go to open gyms and clinics. My
brother was a captain freshman year
for volleyball so he is good at it."
Peyton Sexton

 "I improved this season
by being able to now hit

the ball and it's not
going everywhere. I

really like my team too!
They're all very

supportive."
 Ella Fleming

Dig PinkDig Pink

69volleyball

I didn't think I would
make a team but I'm

glad that I did.

It was a good
team bonding
experience.

It felt good to be on a
team and make it.

Emilee Harding
Sophie Renner
Aubrey Nelson
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